
STAR STUDENT FOR DRAFTING 

  Christian Smith is the Star Student 
for Drafting. He continually 
displays an exceptional work ethic 
and desire to learn.  He works well 
with others and is the first to help 
out in class when needed.  
Christian has been chosen to work 
on many class projects and has 
always exceeded expectations.  He 
takes pride in his work and strives 
to go above and beyond.  
Congratulations, Christian!  



STAR STUDENT FOR Digital Art & Design 
M. Soto  

 
 

Sydney Westphal is the Star Student for the 
Digital Art & Design program.  Sydney is being 
honored because she demonstrates the skills 
and attributes that employers value. Sydney is 
always on task; she is motivated and works hard 
on her projects with great time management 
skills. When she doesn’t understand something 
she asks a question and when someone else 
needs assistance she doesn’t hesitate to help 
out. She takes initiative without being asked 
and is always willing to help on an extra 
project. She listens effectively and is very 
personable. She has the ability to manage new 
technology with great creativity and 
perseverance; she is a natural leader and 
willing to try new tasks. I am proud to nominate 
Sydney as Digital Art and Design Star Student. 



Clinical Studies Star Student George 

u  Haley Cribb is a Rock Hill High senior who hopes to be a 
sonographer in the future. She is focused and planning for 
her future. Presently she is taking C.N.A. classes to gain 
experience in dealing with patients and make it possible to 
have a steady job in health care during college. Haley also 
plans to do a six morning job shadow experience following a 
sonographer. Haley is a star in Clinical Studies because she 
shows valuable workplace skills. She is determined and 
conscientious needing no reminders to stay on task in class 
or turn things in on time. She makes an effort to thoroughly 
understand and apply knowledge to her school work and 
skills practice. On our first test she got 101%, making an 
effort to go above and beyond the requirements stated. This 
shows initiative and self-motivation. Haley will make a 
sought after employee in the future. We wish her the best as 
she heads forward toward her future career. 



MEDIA TECHNOLOGY STAR STUDENT 

u  Alexis Honeycutt, is the Star Student for the Media 
Technology Program. Lexi  is being honored because 
he/she demonstrates the skills and attributes that 
employers value. 

u  Lexi, a sophomore at South Pointe high is being 
recognized by the Media Technology program for her 
work ethic, maturity and technical excellence. 

u  Lexi has already successfully passed the Media 
Technology class, Video Production, and routinely uses 
her previously gained knowledge to getting her 
assignments done ahead of time. In addition, Lexi will 
recognize another student is struggling with a technical 
issue and will offer her help without prompting. She 
displays maturity beyond her years. I am very thankful 
to have a dedicated, hard working, young lady like Lexi 
in my class. 

u  Congratulations Lexi! 



CHINESE CLASS 
Salean Rawlinson is the Star Student for the Chinese 
program.  
Salean is being honored because she demonstrates the 
skills and attributes that employers value. 
 
Salean exhibits a positive outlook and attitude in the 
classroom and she has worked hard during lessons. She is 
an enthusiastic learner and strives to reach her full 
potential. She is a role model for our class with her good 
behavior. She always seeks new challenges and takes 
responsibility for her learning. 
 
Salean has kind, caring, and friendly character. She shows 
respect for teachers and peers. She is also an active 
participant in small group discussions, and always stays 
focused on the task at hand. She encourages other 
members of the group and helps to keep the work group 
focused and on task. She also plans and carries out group 
activities carefully. She cooperates consistently with me 
and other students and conducts herself with maturity. 
 
This is Salean’s third year in Chinese class. She has 
improved a lot since the beginning of the course. She 
becomes more and more confident in speaking, writing 
and reading Chinese. Her pronunciation is clear and 
precise. She is also very open-minded to Chinese culture. 



Health Science 1 Star Student Smith 

                                         u  Laurinda Rippy is the Star Student for 
the Health Science 2 program.  

u  Laurinda is being honored because she 
demonstrates the skills and attributes 
that employers value. 

u  Laurinda is an excellent student who 
works hard everyday, and is able to lead 
by example in the class and lab. 
Laurinda has a plan for her future and 
will be a great member of the health 
science field. 

u  Thanks Laurinda for being such a great 
young lady. 



Logistics and Distribution STAR STUDENT 

 
    

                                    
Dylan Olney is the Star Student for the Logistics & 
Distribution program. 

Dylan is being honored because he demonstrates the skills 
and attributes that employers value.  

Dylan has demonstrated the ability to form working 
relationships; he listens effectively, manages conflicts, 
respects cultural differences and has a global focus on 
interpersonal skills. 

Dylan is able to work with and lead his peers to implement 
and complete projects. 

Dylan has the ability to understand and deal with difficult 
questions or tasks, to apply logic to review the information, 
identify problems, their causes and evaluate options for the 
best solution. 

Dylan will act promptly, with a readiness to be energetic and 
inventive and contribute to innovative outcomes. 

Congratulations Dylan Olney on being the Logistics & 
Distribution Star Student! 



Clinical Studies Star Student George 

u  Jennifer Klein is the star student for Clinical Studies this 
month, December 2017. She shows workplace skills that 
employers value. Jenny is diligent, driven to succeed, hard-
working and self-motivated. 

u  Jenny managed her hours and shadowing independently. She 
made arrangements and communicated with the facility, the 
mentor and this teacher. She was dependable and showed up 
on time ready to work. Jenny showed interest, asked 
questions and assisted when allowed. She showed tact and 
compassion during her hospice rotation. 

u  Jenny has struggled with medical math concepts. She did not 
accept failure as an option, making arrangements to come in 
during lunch for tutoring for a week. She has studied diligently 
in an effort to improve. 

u  Jenny balances her commitments to HOSA, Future Health 
Professionals organization, Junior Civitans and volunteering at 
Piedmont Medical Center and Hospice and Community Care as 
well as school assignments. 

u  The diligence and self-motivation is impossible to teach, but 
valuable to employers. Jenny will be an asset to any health 
care employer in the future. Congratulations and good luck to 
you as you advance towards a career as a pediatric nurse! 



MEDIA TECHNOLOGY STAR STUDENT 

u  Katelynn Crabtree is the Star Student for the Media Technology 
Program. 

u  Katelynn  is being honored because she demonstrates the skills and 
attributes that employers value. 

u  Katelynn, a senior at Rock Hill high is being recognized by the Media 
Technology program for outstanding writing, technical skills and being 
a team player. 

u  It is with great pleasure that I nominate Katelynn Crabtree as my Star 
Student this month. Katelynn is an active participant in the Video 
Production class this semester. She has mastered the Final Cut Pro X 
software we use in class and has created several funny, entertaining 
and informative videos in class. She was recently involved in the 
Energy Conservation PSA production that was recognized by our 
School Board and District Energy office personnel. Her moving script 
about teenage depression is in the final stages of post-production and 
will be premiered at the end of the semester. In addition, she is 
always extremely thoughtful to her teacher and is a great friend to all 
in class. 

u  Congratulations Katelynn! 



Power Engine Technology  

u  Dylan Holland is the Star Student for the 
Small Engine Technology program. 

u  Dylan is being honored because he 
demonstrates the skills and attributes that 
employers value. 

u  Dylan is my star student for his work ethic 
everyday in the lab and classroom. Dylan 
rebuilt a backpack blower and repaired 
several pieces of lawn equipment this 
semester and stays engaged every day. He 
does not take short cuts and completes 
assignments with pride. 

u  Dylan works very hard and works well with 
others. He completes his assigned work in 
Small Engines on time and enjoys class. 
Dylan demonstrates skills learned in class 
everyday and plans to be back at ATC next 
year. Great Job, Dylan! 



Culinary Arts 2 
Malik Barnette is the Star Student for the 
Culinary Arts Management II program. 
Malik is being honored because he 
demonstrates the skills and attributes 
that employers value. 
 
Malik is one of my Level II student who is 
always wanting to explore the culinary 
industry. When in the lab he is always 
waiting to see what everyone else is 
doing and then thinks outside of the box 
to create something different from the 
other students. What I like about him 
most is that he asked lots of questions in 
order to gain more cooking knowledge. 
He’s always willing to lend a helping hand 
in the kitchen and help out in any way 
possible! 



CHINESE CLASS Yajaira exhibits a positive outlook and 
attitude in class and has worked hard. 
Yajaira is a self-motivated student and has 
made great progress in speaking and 
reading since the beginning of Chinese 
class. She cooperates consistently with me 
and other students and tackles new 
challenges seriously. She always faithfully 
performs classroom tasks and remains an 
active learner throughout the class. She 
arrives on time for class and is well 
prepared for class every day. She has more 
confidence in Chinese now. 
 
Yajaira shows respect for teachers and 
peers and regularly assists in classroom 
activities. She has kind, caring, and friendly 
character. She is thoughtful in interactions 
with others and conducts herself with 
maturity. In all she sets an example of 
excellence in behavior and cooperation. 



Construction Engineering 
Jonathan Escandon is the star student for 
the Construction Program this month. 
Jonathan is being honored because he 
demonstrates the skills and attributes 
that employers value.  He is dependable 
with his attendance and punctuality.  He 
is always focused on the task at-hand.  
Jonathan puts great effort into each 
project he completes and takes pride in 
his work.  Jonathan works with initiative, 
and is always ready for the next task.  He 
possesses excellent communication skills 
and is courteous among his team 
members.  Jonathan shows the willingness 
and eagerness to learn, and apply what he 
has learned into his life.  Jonathan would 
be a successful and welcomed member of 
the construction industry. 
 
Congratulations Jonathan! 



Auto Tech/Intro. To Transportation 

Ashleigh Rousey is the Star Student for the 
Auto Tech/Intro to Transportation program. 
Ashleigh is being honored because she 
demonstrates the skills and attributes that 
employers value. 
 
 
 
Ashleigh is eager to learn and isn’t afraid to 
jump right in and tackle a task assigned. She 
works very well with her classmates and has 
very good communication skills. 
Congratulations Ashleigh. 


